Oasis Shades LLC. ® Roller Shades
To follow are guides for measuring to order and installation for pool screen enclosures, sun rooms,
screened porches or interior windows.
ORDERING:
1- As with any custom-fit application, we highly recommend you measure twice to insure we only cut
once.
2- First, measure across the top from inside to inside where the roller shade will be mounted. This
measurement MUST be to the nearest 1/16th inch to insure a proper fit. Next, measure the height
from inside to inside of the opening or the distance you wish the shade to cover.
3- If measuring for multiple shades, determine the best and most convenient location for the beaded
pull chains that deploy and retract the shade(s). We typically recommend pairing them together.
You must specify if the clutch and beaded chain are to be on the right or left (when facing each
shade).
4- Indicate desired fabric color choice, i.e. Charcoal or Bone.
5- Indicate if the mounting brackets are to match the shade fabric color, i.e. black or white.
6- Be certain all customer and/or contractor contact info has been provided.
INSTALLATION
1- Remove shade from protective shipping materials. Inventory to verify all necessary mounting
hardware has been provided.
2- Determine the best placement for left and right mounting brackets. A uniform placement in
mounting is very important for the shade to track evenly when deploying or retracting.
3- Holding each bracket in place, (the use of masking tape may be helpful) mark where screws will be.
NOTE: Pre-drilling with an appropriately under-sized drill bit may make mounting the brackets
easier. Affix brackets.
4- Mount the shade, non-beaded chain end first, then the beaded end, aligning the clutch’s protruding
portion with the notched receiver in its mounting bracket. It is important that the clutch is
positioned with the pull chain pointing directly downward for proper operation.
5- For screen enclosures: Deploy shade to very bottom. Determine placement of retention receivers
(hooks) at the bottom which must be in line with the pre-installed triangle hook rings on shades.
Proper positioning is with the hook facing downward.
6- For screen enclosures: With receiver held in place, mark the top hole position. Pre-drilling may be
an advantage here also. After affixing screw in top hole, use bottom hole as pilot to drill, and finish
installation.
7- For screen enclosures: Once retention receivers are in place, with shade deployed to bottom
position, attach the hook rings at bottom of shade to corresponding receiver. Apply slight back
tension by retracting shade to insure it remains secure.
8- Pull chain’s retention clip is already attached to the beaded chain and only needs to be affixed to
the corresponding upright. Leave just enough slack when positioning it to insure ease of travel for
the chain through the loop of the tensioner. Affix with the supplied screw. You may now remove
the zip tie from the tensioners loop.

